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Abstract

The measurement of SO2 flux from volcanoes is of major importance for

monitoring and hazard assessment purposes, and for evaluation of the envi-

ronmental impact of volcanic emissions. We propose here a novel technique

for accurate and high time resolution estimations of the gas flux. We use two

wide field of view UV spectrometers capable of collecting, instantaneously,

light from thin parallel cross sections of the whole gas plume, obviating the

need for either traversing, scanning or imaging. It enables tracking of inho-

mogeneities in the gas cloud from which accurate evaluation of the plume

velocity can be made by correlation analysis. The method has been suc-

cessfully applied on Mt. Erebus volcano (Antarctica). It yields estimations

of the plume velocity and gas flux at unprecedented time resolution (1 Hz)

and high accuracy (uncertainty of 33%). During a ∼2 h experiment on 26

December 2006, SO2 flux varied between 0.17 and 0.89 ± 0.2 kg s−1 with

a vertical plume velocity varying between 1 and 2.5 ± 0.1 m s−1. These
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measurements provide insight into the short-term variations of the passive

degassing of this volcano renowned for its active lava lake. A cyclicity in

flux, ranging from about 11-24 min, is evident. We propose two physical

mechanisms to explain this degassing pattern, associated to periodic supply

of either gas-rich magma or gas alone into the lake. The dual-wide field of

view DOAS technique promises better integration of geochemical and geo-

physical observations and new insights into gas and magma dynamics, as well

as processes of magma storage and gas segregation at active volcanoes.

Key words: Volcanic degassing, DOAS spectroscopy, high time resolution

gas flux

1. Introduction1

Gas emissions from volcanoes are measured for several purposes, includ-2

ing monitoring, hazard assessment, and investigation of environmental im-3

pact. For over a century, fumarole chemistry has been studied using in-situ4

collection techniques. While these yield highly detailed analysis of fluid com-5

position, field access can be limited and data streams are often discontinu-6

ous. However, since the first application of the correlation spectrometers7

(COSPEC), four decades ago (Moffat and Millan, 1971; Stoiber and Jepsen,8

1973), numerous ground-based, airborne and spaceborne optical remote sens-9

ing instruments and methods have emerged capable of measuring both vol-10

canic gas fluxes and composition, for individual vents or an entire plume, and11

with improved temporal resolution (McGonigle and Oppenheimer, 2003). As12

a result, gas geochemistry has increasingly found its place among the oper-13

ational techniques of volcano monitoring (Oppenheimer, 2003; Galle et al.,14
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2003). Nevertheless, the time resolution of gas measurements still lags behind15

what is routinely achieved in geophysical studies, limiting progress in under-16

standing the links between seismicity, deformation and degassing that are17

clearly of considerable relevance for understanding volcano behavior, espe-18

cially the transition to explosive activity (Fischer et al., 1994; Watson et al.,19

2000; Young et al., 2003). Some volcanoes clearly exhibit rapid changes in20

gas composition and flux related to magmatic activity. For instance, Op-21

penheimer et al. (2006) and Burton et al. (2007) have demonstrated pro-22

nounced compositional differences in gas emissions associated with and be-23

tween Strombolian eruptions using the technique of open-path Fourier trans-24

form infrared spectroscopy. This technique enables observations at a fre-25

quency of about 1 Hz. But achieving comparable time resolution for gas26

flux measurements is another challenge, since the entire plume needs to be27

captured.28

29

The most widespread method used for measuring volcanic gas fluxes is30

scattered light ultraviolet spectroscopy (see e.g. McGonigle and Oppen-31

heimer (2003) for a review) using correlation spectroscopy or Differential32

Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (DOAS). The plume is usually profiled33

across its transport direction from below with a zenith-viewing telescope,34

the apparatus being mounted on a moving vehicle, or by use of a scanning35

system (Fischer et al., 2002; Edmonds et al., 2003). The flux is then obtained36

from the product of the gas column abundance (integrated across the plume37

section) and the plume transport speed. The main sources of uncertainty in38

flux measurements made in this way are generally considered to be linked39
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to light scattering processes (Millan, 1980; Mori et al., 2006; Kern et al.,40

2009) and to the error in the plume speed estimation (Stoiber et al., 1983;41

Williams-Jones et al., 2006), which is sometimes taken to be the wind speed42

measured or modelled close to the plume altitude. But even if wind speed is43

measured at the exact plume altitude, it may not represent well the plume44

velocity due to the complex wind-fields that develop downwind of volcanoes45

due to topography. Different methods have been proposed to enhance plume46

speed accuracies but are not yet widely used. One approach is to use mul-47

tiple UV spectrometers sited at fixed positions some distance apart so as to48

track the transport of inhomogeneities in the plume (McGonigle et al., 2005a;49

Williams-Jones et al., 2006); related approaches use a single instrument car-50

ried beneath the plume, with optics that enable alternating fields of view,51

one at zenith, the other inclined (McGonigle et al., 2005b), or simultane-52

ous measurements in two directions using a double spectrometer (Johansson53

et al., 2009). Latterly, imaging UV techniques (imaging DOAS or UV cam-54

eras combined with appropriate narrow band filters) have been demonstrated55

(Bobrowski et al., 2006; Bluth et al., 2007; Mori and Burton, 2006), which56

can achieve a high time resolution on flux measurements.57

58

Here we propose an alternative, simple solution which is to use a system59

employing two UV spectrometers equipped with wide field of view telescopes60

that instantaneously collect light from two narrow and parallel entire cross61

sections of the plume (Fig. 1). This obviates the need for either traversing,62

scanning or imaging. We will use the acronym DW-FOV DOAS (dual wide63

field of view DOAS) to refer to this technique. By using two spectrometers64
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with fields of view separated by a small angle, time-series of retrieved gas65

amounts can be correlated to obtain (through knowledge of the viewing and66

plume geometry) the plume transport speed through time. Such a system67

is capable, therefore, of accurate, highly time-resolved measurements of vol-68

canic gas fluxes.69

70

The aim of this paper is to describe this new instrumentation and method-71

ology, and to apply the approach to rapid measurements of SO2 fluxes at Mt.72

Erebus in Antarctica. Interest in the emissions from Erebus is fuelled by the73

potential impact of sulfur, halogens and NOx on the pristine atmospheric en-74

vironment (Radke, 1982; Zreda-Gostynska et al., 1993, 1997; Oppenheimer75

et al., 2005, 2009a), but also because the volcano is renowned for its dynamic76

lava lake and Strombolian activity. This technique provides new possibili-77

ties to investigate the magma degassing of volcanoes that exhibit short-term78

variability in the dynamics of magma transport and degassing, which are79

reflected in changes in eruptive behavior (Oppenheimer et al., 2009b; Harris80

et al., 2005). Measurements are now also much more comparable in terms81

of frequency of data acquisition with observations provided by common geo-82

physical tools such as seismology. At Erebus, interpretation of the observed83

SO2 variations in terms of magma dynamics is simplified by the limited role84

of hydrothermal scrubbing of emissions (Symonds et al., 2001). Moreover,85

observations of SO2 flux from the volcano by scanning UV spectroscopy have86

previously suggested a periodicity of ∼ 10 min (Sweeney et al., 2008), which87

we are keen to investigate further.88

After a section describing the methodology, we will present the high res-89
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olution time-series of plume speed and flux obtained at Erebus. A wavelet90

analysis of these flux observations reveal distinctive patterns in degassing.91

We will discuss about their interpretation in terms of gas and magma dy-92

namics as well as processes of magma storage and gas sequestration. Finally,93

three appendixes include some technical content and an electronic supple-94

ment to this article presents an animation showing the results in form of a95

”SO2 fluxmeter” superimposed on video of the plume.96

2. Methodology97

Note that all mathematical symbols used in the following are listed in98

Table 1.99

2.1. Experiment description100

We collected UV DOAS spectroscopic measurements at Erebus on the 26101

December 2006 during conditions of clear sky and low wind, such that the102

plume rose approximately vertically from the crater. Spectra were recorded103

using two Ocean Optics USB4000 spectrometers spanning a wavelength range104

of about 283–440 nm, with a resolution of, respectively, 0.5 and 0.6 nm105

(FWHM). Hoya filters were used to reduce the amount of stray light. As106

shown in Fig. 1, each spectrometer was attached to a telescope consisting of107

spherical and cylindrical lenses that provide a horizontal angle of aperture108

θWFOV of ∼22◦, giving an elongated horizontal field of view, and a narrow109

vertical angle of aperture θNFOV of ∼0.5◦ defined by the width of the spec-110

trometer’s slit and the focal length of the positive lens. The long axis of111

the field of view (dX) was designed so that the projected θWFOV footprint112

(equivalent to ∼ 810 m at the distance of the plume of ∼ 2004 m here) would113
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sample the entire plume. The long axes of the fields of view were parallel114

but displaced, so that each instrument viewed a different cross-section of the115

plume, determined by the observation geometry.116

117

Spectra from each instrument were recorded on to separate laptop com-118

puters, whose clocks were synchronized using a GPS unit so as to yield a119

time-stamped series of data. All observations were made from Lower Erebus120

Hut, a horizontal distance D of ∼ 1960 m from the summit of Erebus, and121

mostly viewed the vertically-rising plume during periods with very low winds.122

The elevation of the lowermost field of view (α) was ∼ 12◦ and separation of123

the two fields of view (β) was 2.0◦, precisely adjusted thanks to a goniometer.124

The distance dY between the two fields of view is then:125

dY = D
[
tan

( π

180
(α + β)

)
− tan(

π

180
α)
]

(2.1)

126

and was equal to ∼72 m at the summit. The plume was thus crossed127

at respectively ∼78 and ∼150 m above the crater. Spectra were collected128

with an exposure time of 130 ms, maximizing their amplitude but avoiding129

saturation below 350 nm, and 8 spectra were averaged resulting in a time-130

step of ∼1 s between measurements. ’Background’ and ’dark’ spectra were131

recorded at the start of each set of observations. Background spectra were132

collected by rotating both spectrometers about the vertical axis so as to point133

out of the plume.134
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2.2. Spectroscopic retrieval135

SO2 column amounts were retrieved following differential optical absorp-136

tion spectroscopy (DOAS) procedures (Platt and Stutz, 2008). The reference137

spectra included in the nonlinear fit were obtained by using Windoas convolv-138

ing high-resolution SO2 (293K, air) (Bogumil et al., 2003) and O3 (246K, air)139

(Burrows et al., 1999) cross-sections with Gaussian instrumental line shapes140

estimated using a mercury lamp (FWHM = 0.5 and 0.6 nm for the lower141

and upper spectrometers, respectively). A Ring spectrum calculated using142

DOASIS was also included in the fit as well as a third order polynomial to143

remove broad band structures from measured optical densities. The same op-144

timized fitting window (307.6–330.0 nm) was selected to analyze data from145

both spectrometers, yielding a near random fit residual structure with min-146

imal standard deviation. As a result, the fit residual was between ten and147

twenty times smaller than the SO2 fit. Spectra recorded with the upper spec-148

trometer are slightly noisier than those from the lower one leading to an error149

of a few percent higher on the retrieved column amounts. The obtained time150

series of the SO2 column amounts for both instruments are shown in Fig. 2.151

We are using wide field of view UV spectrometers capturing instanta-152

neously the whole horizontal plume cross-section at two different altitudes.153

Hence, the retrieved gas amount for one W-FOV DOAS instrument can be154

approximated by the mean column amount along the different directions in-155

side the wide angle of observation, as shown in Appendix A. The relative156

error on this approximation (Eq. A.18) depends on plume optical densities157

of the studied volcano. As illustrated by Fig. 8, this relative error is of a158

few percent for a weak gas emitter like Erebus, and could reach in the worst159
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case up to 45% for a strong gas emitter like Kilauea volcano (assuming SO2160

column amounts up to 5 x 1018 molec.cm−2).161

2.3. Plume speed retrieval162

Inhomogeneities, induced by turbulence or variations in volcanic degassing163

rate, give characteristic structures to the plume, which can be observable164

through the time series of the gas column amounts obtained for each spec-165

trometer. Correlation analysis is used to estimate the transport speed of166

these structures, representative of the spatially averaged plume velocity over167

the distance separating the fields of view of each spectrometer and of the168

mean plume speed on the time window used for correlation.169

2.3.1. Principle of the cross correlation analysis170

Estimating the plume speed (with a time resolution of ∼1 s) at time171

t requires calculation of the cross correlation coefficients between segments172

of the two column amount time series selected using a sliding window of a173

given duration ∆T , centred respectively in t for the lower spectrometer and174

in (t + τ) for the upper spectrometer, where τ is the time shift between175

the two windows (see Fig. 4 for symbols). Cross correlation coefficients176

CCF (t, τ,∆T ) consequently depend on three variables.177

The time lag τlag between the upper spectrometer signal and the lower178

one, corresponding to the time for an inhomogeneity to travel from the first179

to the second instrumental FOV, is a priori equal to the time shift, giving180

the absolute maximum of the cross-correlation coefficients calculated at time181

t, with τ varying in [0:∆τ :τmax] where ∆τ represents the incremental time182

step of the cross correlation (equal to 2 s here) and τmax the maximum value183
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of τ associated with the minimum expected plume speed taken equal to 0.1184

m s−1.185

Plume speed v is deduced from this time lag according to the relation:186

v =
dY
τlag

. (2.2)

Because spectrometer’s fields of view do not cross perpendicularly the187

plume but are slightly inclined, the distance dY separating them at the en-188

trance of the plume is a bit different than at its exit, depending on the plume189

depth (less than 400 m at Erebus which is the crater size seen by pointing190

from Lower Erebus Hut). This uncertainty on dY is taken into account in the191

estimation of error on the speed, developed in the result section, by assuming192

an uncertainty of ± 50 m on the horizontal distance D between spectrometers193

and plume.194

2.3.2. Influence of the correlation window length195

As shown in Fig. 3a, estimated plume speeds depend on the length of196

the sliding correlation window, compared with the time interval between two197

structures in the degassing. Velocities are smoothed with a long window,198

while a narrow window yields estimations closer to the instantaneous plume199

speed. However, very low velocities obtained with the narrow window (close200

to ∼0.1 m s−1) do not have a physical meaning but show the limit of the201

correlation analysis and the need for a refinement of the method to remove202

them. Indeed, recurrent structures can exist in the observed degassing and203

lead to a periodicity in the cross correlation function, relative to the time-204

shift, which is more pronounced with a narrow window (Fig. 4). In this case,205

the speed estimated from the absolute maximum of the CCF coefficients,206
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over the range of τ values, can yield a match between a structure recorded207

at the first spectrometer, not with the time-delayed corresponding structure208

at the second instrument as desired, but with a translated structure result-209

ing from a consecutive inhomogeneity in the plume. An additional criterion210

is thus required to determine a relevant time-lag by selecting the first local211

maximum of the CCF function. Moreover, this maximum is retained only if212

it presents a significant amplitude above a given threshold, which needs to be213

determined. If these criteria are not fulfilled, velocity cannot be estimated.214

Note that the longer the window, the less likely this artifact will arise, given215

that secondary peaks are more flattened due to the larger number of points216

taken into account for the correlation calculation.217

218

A threshold is imposed on the local maximum in the cross correlation219

function, which has to exceed 0.5 to be retained. Indeed, a threshold of 0.8220

removes irrelevant very low velocities of ∼0.1 m s−1, but also some relevant221

output speed values. With these additional criteria (considering a threshold222

of 0.5), we mainly observe velocities ranging from 1-2.5 m s−1, with values223

very similar for both narrow and long windows (Fig. 3b). Estimates are not224

identical. Narrow window speeds are more dispersed because they represent225

near instantaneous velocities rather than the averaged ones obtained with the226

long window. Some limits of the correlation analysis using a narrow window,227

associated with characteristics of the gas plume, remain and explain large228

discrepancies with the speeds estimated using a long window. They lead to229

velocities mostly below 0.5 m s−1 or higher than 2.5 m s−1. These limits in230

the method are explained in Appendix B.231
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3. Results232

3.1. Time-series of SO2 column amounts233

SO2 column amount time-series obtained for both spectrometers (Fig. 2)234

reveal similar patterns, with a time delay expected for the upper instrument235

dataset corresponding to the time for an inhomogeneity to travel from the236

first to the second spectrometer FOV. The slight differences in amplitude237

between the time-series can result from various processes.238

The sensitivity of both instruments can be assumed to have a multiplica-239

tive effect on the measured light intensity. Optical depths and gas column240

amounts are consequently independent of it. On the other hand, the error241

in the column amount from the DOAS retrieval, resulting from the fitting242

procedure (Stutz and Platt, 1996; Hausmann et al., 1999), is between 3 and243

12% for both instruments. It explains a part of these differences.244

Additional errors in the column amount are linked to the scattering of245

light by air molecules and particles (Millan, 1980; Platt et al., 1997; Mori246

et al., 2006). The modelling work of Kern et al. (2009) gives a quantification247

of this effect, including in-plume multiple scattering and the ’light dilution248

effect’. Given the low SO2 column amounts and aerosol load (with an aerosol249

extinction coefficient assumed to be less than 0.5 km−1, as at Etna (Fiorani250

et al., 2009)), the very limited ash content in the Erebus plume, and the251

distance (∼2 km) between plume and spectrometers, the error on the esti-252

mated column amount is less than 10% over the wavelength range used for253

retrieval (308–330 nm). Nevertheless, the impact of the light dilution effect254

may be underestimated with this study which does not consider a wide spec-255

trometer angle of observation, especially when the plume is far from filling256
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the whole field of view. More experiments would be required to quantify257

this phenomenon. Finally, light scattering influences the absolute amount of258

gas but should have a negligible impact on the differences identified between259

spectrometers because they are both pointing at about the same altitude,260

equivalent to just 75 m apart when projected to the crater, leading to negli-261

gible differences in light path lengths.262

The plume studied in this experiment was mainly vertical. Contrary263

to horizontal plumes, which are principally advected by the wind, vertical264

plumes rise due to buoyancy. They can be influenced by the local wind field265

at an altitude where their vertical buoyancy-induced velocity is smaller than266

the horizontal component of the wind. At this stage, they expand laterally267

forming a bend. If the two fields of view intersect such a bend, gas molecules268

are effectively ”counted” more than once, leading to an over-estimation of269

the column amount. It can explain differences in column amount time-series,270

the higher spectrometer being potentially the only one affected. We checked271

video footage recorded during our experiment and observed occasionally a272

bend in the plume at a height less than 200 m above the crater, i.e., below273

the altitude of the upper spectrometer’s FOV. It happened during three time274

intervals (0-939,1464-1866,3354-3791 s after the start time of 20:24 h GMT),275

and the column amounts measured with the upper instrument were only 2–276

10% higher than those obtained with the lower spectrometer (see Fig. 2).277

Consequently, this issue only weakly affects the results.278

An additional process is associated with the presence of stagnant, dif-279

fuse SO2 around the plume, which sometimes forms a thin veil as seen on280

the video. This background pollution is hard to quantify but is certainly281
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negligible compared with the previously mentioned processes.282

Errors on column amounts (CA) are less than 10% for each spectrometer.283

The main differences between the two CA time-series are of higher magnitude284

and cannot be due to any of theses artifacts but result from atmospheric285

phenomena to be discussed later. The lower field of view is likely to present286

the time variations in column amount the closest to those of the emission of287

gas at the magma source. It is consequently chosen for the flux estimation.288

3.2. Plume speed time-series289

We have seen in Section 2.3.2 some issues encountered when the plume290

speed is evaluated with a narrow correlation window (here of 2.5 min), due to291

limits of the correlation analysis method. When evaluations are available, es-292

timated speeds are closer to real-time values, which is of considerable interest293

when studying very short-term eruptive behaviour such as explosions. There294

was no Strombolian activity during our experiment, and we are primarily295

interested in exploring periodic behaviour with cycles around 10 min. For296

this reason, the SO2 flux is calculated from the speed estimated with a longer297

correlation window of 10 min (Fig. 5b). Cross correlation coefficients used298

for wind speed determination are shown in Fig. 5c with values most of the299

time significantly higher than the chosen threshold of 0.5. The average plume300

velocity varies smoothly over the range 1–2.5 m s−1. By a basic differential301

calculation from Equation 2.2, the uncertainty in the speed is estimated as302

0.1 m s−1 considering uncertainties in the distance between the two spec-303

trometer’s fields of view (∆dY ) and in the time lag between the upper and304

lower column amount signals (∆τlag) of respectively 9 m and 2 s. ∆dY is305

dependent on, respectively, the uncertainties in the angle β between the two306
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spectrometers’ fields of view, taken to be 2 ± 0.2◦ (our goniometric stage307

has a precision of 0.1◦ but the resulting uncertainty is considered greater308

considering imperfections in the structure supporting both spectrometers);309

the elevation angle α of the lowermost field of view which is 12 ± 0.5◦; and310

the horizontal distance D between observation site and plume which is 1960311

± 50 m. ∆τlag results from the common width of the cross-correlation func-312

tion maximum, which provides an estimate of the time-lag. It is important313

to note that the obtained velocity represents an average value of the plume314

speed between the two spectrometer FOVs. In reality, a deceleration of the315

plume rise is expected due to a loss of buoyancy with ascent. Moreover, the316

speed is also averaged over the length of the correlation window, used to317

estimate the time-lag, as mentioned above.318

319

Plume velocities estimated with the DW-FOV DOAS are similar to speeds320

evaluated using video techniques. To estimate speed from the video, we321

tracked clearly defined fronts of ascending puffs (on a time scale of 30 s) and322

used for a distance scale mapped asperities on the crater rim (clearly visible323

in the video). Decreasing velocities (averaged at 30 s) were seen, in the range324

2.8–2.1 ± 0.4 m s−1 for altitudes ranging from 165 to 230 m above the crater,325

which correspond approximately to the heights of the spectrometers’ fields326

of view at ∼78 and ∼150 m (note that speeds were estimated with video327

at slightly higher altitudes than spectrometer FOVs, where puff fronts were328

better defined). The uncertainty in this speed arises from the difficulty in329

locating precisely the gas puff front (at ±10 m), the error on the distance330

scale seen in the video field of view (estimated at 260 ± 5 m) being negligible331
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by comparison. It is also in agreement with theoretical estimations of the rise332

rate of a buoyant gas puff, which are in the range 0.6–3.2 m s−1 at Erebus333

as shown in Appendix C.334

3.3. SO2 flux time-series335

Given that the gas column amount CAWFOV measured with a wide field336

of view spectrometer approximately represents the average column amount337

along the different directions in the wide angle of observation (see Section 2.2338

and Appendix A), the gas flux (in kg s−1) estimated with this new technique339

is obtained from:340

φ =

(
CAWFOV

104M

NAv

× D

cosα
θWFOV

)
.v, (3.1)

341

considering a column amount in molec cm−2, M the gas molar mass in kg342

mol−1 andNAv Avogadro’s number. At Erebus, the SO2 flux measured during343

∼1.7 h on the 26 December 2006 varies between 0.17 and 0.89 kg s−1 (Fig.344

5a). The uncertainty in the flux is estimated at 0.2 kg s−1 (∼33% on the mean345

flux). This low value represents a considerable improvement in the accuracy346

of flux measurements. It depends on the different uncertainties, listed by347

order of magnitude, linked to the elevation angle of the lowermost FOV, the348

column amount (assumed equal to 10%), the plume speed, and the wide349

angle of FOV aperture (assuming an uncertainty on θWFOV of 1◦ resulting350

from the adjustment of the lenses mounted on the telescopes) leading each351

of them to an uncertainty in the range 0.03–0.06 kg s−1 on the flux. Note352

that this obtained flux may include some gas emitted from a secondary vent353
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within the crater known as Werner vent, though no lava was present within354

it during the experiment.355

Estimations of the gas flux with the DW-FOV DOAS are similar to pre-356

vious measurements:357

• measurements of 0.86 ± 0.20 kg s−1 carried out in December 2003 by358

Oppenheimer et al. (2005) by the traverse method beneath a horizon-359

tally advected plume travelling at 5.1 m s−1 (the plume speed was360

derived from two DOAS spectrometers aligned along the plume axis).361

• the mean flux between 1992 and 2005 of 0.7 ± 0.3 kg s−1, estimated362

by scanning vertical plumes each field season over two to five days in363

December, with plume speeds obtained from video methods by Kyle364

et al. (1994).365

The SO2 flux from Erebus is low compared to many volcanoes but is366

similar to Erta ’Ale in Ethiopia, which also hosts a persistent lava lake (Op-367

penheimer et al., 2004). An animation showing the results in the form of368

an ”SO2 fluxmeter” superimposed on video of the plume, is available as an369

electronic supplement to this article.370

3.3.1. Time-series analysis of flux data for Erebus371

In view of the likely non-stationarity of SO2 output from Erebus, we372

use wavelet analysis to explore any frequencies present in the signal, as well373

as their variability with time. Analysis of the flux time-series is achieved374

here using a continuous transform with a complex Morlet wavelet (Fig. 6).375

This wavelet analysis is particularly suitable to study our non-stationary376

time-series, where smooth variations in the frequency content are expected.377
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Moreover, the Fourier transform of a complex Morlet wavelet presents an378

analytical expression, simplifying calculations of the wavelet transform. Full379

details concerning the method of analysis are given in Appendix D. Concern-380

ing our time-series, high-frequencies are associated with variations of smaller381

amplitude of the signal than lower frequencies, and are consequently less en-382

ergetic and visible in the wavelet analysis. We broadly distinguish three pop-383

ulations of distinctive periods, associated to approximately the same power384

at both spectrometers, which can be listed by decreasing energy as follows:385

• Pattern 1: periods in the range 700–1300 s (∼11-22 min) for upper spec-386

trometer; and in the range 800–1400 (possibly more) s (∼13–24 min)387

for lower spectrometer, which are energetic during the whole dataset.388

• Pattern 2: periods in the range 300–600 s (∼5-10 min) for upper spec-389

trometer, energetic until∼3200 s; periods in the range 400–600 s (∼6.5–390

10 min) for lower spectrometer, less energetic than at the upper instru-391

ment, present until ∼2000 s.392

• Pattern 3: periods in the range 100–200 s (∼1.5–2.5 min) for both393

spectrometers, appearing irregularly during the experiment.394

Calculating the wavelet transform of both flux signals, to which a white395

noise of a chosen amplitude (equal to 0.1 kg s−1 here) has been added, allows396

us to test the significance of the results. The resulting wavelet analysis is397

slightly different but still shows peaks in power associated with the groups398

of periods mentioned above, including the less energetic Pattern 3 which is399

consequently well above the noise level and consistent. In addition, wavelet400

analysis was also performed on portions of the data set without gaps (i.e.401
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before 2000 s), verifying that these gaps, where linear interpolation was per-402

formed, do not influence the results.403

4. Discussion404

4.1. Methodology405

The basis of the DW-FOV DOAS system to record high-temporal reso-406

lution flux measurements relies on the estimation of the plume velocity by407

following inhomogeneities between the two spectrometers’ fields of view cross-408

ing the plume. It is consequently important to orientate fields of view closely409

to the perpendicular direction to plume transport in order not to gather dis-410

similar plume parts in a FOV. The distance between both FOVs has also to411

be carefully chosen in order to allow a relevant correlation analysis. It must412

not be too large such that structures recorded by the lower instrument are413

substantially modified or lost by the time they reach the upper spectrometer.414

The half-life of a turbulent inhomogeneity can be estimated considering the415

auto-correlation function of the column amount time-series where it corre-416

sponds to the width of its first peak (∼70 s at Erebus). A large distance417

can also average out variations in plume speed, especially for vertical plumes418

which typically decelerate. Fields of view that are too close can also impede419

identification of elongated puffs, which cannot be adequately differentiated420

during their rise from the lower to the upper field of view to carry out a421

meaningful correlation. Depending on the plume velocity, the minimum dis-422

tance of separation is also dictated by the data sampling frequency, as well as423

by the uncertainty of the method of correlation analysis. Furthermore, the424

travel time of one inhomogeneity to reach the second field of view must be425
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less than any periodicity of the volcanic degassing to avoid irrelevant results426

of the correlation analysis. As a consequence, the optimum distance between427

the two fields of view inside the plume will vary from one volcano to another,428

depending also on its activity.429

430

Reducing the main sources of uncertainty in the gas flux estimations431

will improve the method. In particular, a more accurate estimation of the432

elevation angle of the spectrometer FOVs could be achieved quite straight-433

forwardly. Concerning the instrument, lenses mounted on the two telescopes434

gave a fixed horizontal field of view width adjusted for the typical width of the435

Erebus plume. We have since constructed a telescopic system with adjustable436

fields of view to adapt to different situations. This could be particularly use-437

ful for a horizontal plume, which can display more variable dimensions with438

time depending on the local wind field. Vigilance is indeed required to make439

sure that the whole plume is captured in the wide angle of observation.440

4.2. Interpretation of degassing patterns441

Wavelet analysis of the flux time-series identifies three patterns in Erebus442

degassing (see Fig. 6 and Section 3.3.1). The most noticeable one, in terms443

of energy, includes periods in the range 11–24 min which are manifest during444

the whole data set and for both spectrometers. The second pattern is asso-445

ciated with 5–10 min cycles, but is only apparent during the first half of the446

experiment. It is relevant to note that this behaviour is more pronounced,447

and that the signal is stronger, in data from the upper spectrometer (see Fig.448

6). This suggests that the signal results from the large scale organization of449

turbulence inside the plume developing with height above the crater. This is450
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commonly observed at chimneys expelling a constant gas flux where structure451

develops with altitude. Thus, this part of the signal yields no information452

about the magma source but rather the atmospheric processes modifying the453

large gas puffs associated with the first pattern of degassing. Further investi-454

gation would be required to quantify this influence and its dependence on the455

distance between the magmatic source and the plume sections crossed by the456

spectrometers’ fields of view. The third pattern in degassing consists of short457

period fluctuations of the flux in the range 1.5–3 min, which appear several458

times during the experiment. They reveal the exhalations of smaller gas puffs459

covering just one part of the crater, as illustrated in the video (see electronic460

supplement). In the next section, we explore the magmatic processes that461

can explain the SO2 flux variability focusing on Pattern 1, associated with462

cycles with 11–24 min period. Note that no explosions occurred during our463

observations according to seismic and acoustic observations.464

4.2.1. Periodic gas-rich magma supply to the lava lake465

Periodic SO2 degassing could be linked to pulsatory discharge of gas-rich466

magma into the lava lake. Such magma flow could result from different pro-467

cesses. Magma convection in the conduit can promote the persistence of468

long-lived lava lakes with sustained degassing (Francis et al., 1993; Kaza-469

haya and Shinohara, 1994; Stevenson and Blake, 1998). The models assume470

bi-directional flow of a less dense, lower viscosity ascending magma, and a471

degassed, denser and more viscous descending magma. It has been shown472

that Erebus lava lake has a sufficiently large feeder conduit radius to maintain473

this process for assumed viscosity and density contrasts between rising and474

sinking magma (Calkins et al., 2008). Oppenheimer et al. (2009b) argued475
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that the viscosity stratification induced by such bi-directional magma flow476

can lead to boudinage of the rising gas-rich magma and explain a pulsatory477

supply of magma into the lake (Fig. 7a).478

479

Variations in magma viscosity can also lead to periodic magma flow.480

Wylie et al. (1999) have modelled magma rise dynamics assuming a constant481

flux at the base of an elastic conduit. They showed how the dependence of482

viscosity on volatile content can lead to an oscillating magma flow at shal-483

low depth, given a relevant range of model input parameters (Fig. 7b). This484

model was applied to the andesitic Soufriere Hills Volcano (Montserrat), indi-485

cating an unstable magma flow with oscillation periods of a few hours, but it486

should be valid more generally during closed system degassing. However, no487

analytical expression is given for the oscillation frequency. Thus we cannot488

identify if it reproduces the 11–24 min periodic degassing observed at Ere-489

bus, but it does provide a plausible conceptual mechanism. Periodic magma490

flow could also result from pressurization feedbacks between magma ascent491

rate, crystallization, and open vs. closed-system degassing, which have been492

proposed as an explanation for the periodic behaviour of andesitic and silicic493

domes (Melnik and Sparks, 1999; Barmin et al., 2002).494

A further explanation for periodic magma ascent is stick-slip movement495

along the conduit walls (Denlinger and Hoblitt, 1999). This mechanism496

can be ruled out for Erebus given the absence of corresponding seismicity497

– the few long period earthquakes that are recorded there are associated498

with Strombolian explosions (Aster et al., 2003, 2008).499
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4.2.2. Periodic gas supply to the lava lake500

Gas segregation at the roof of a magma reservoir (Jaupart and Vergniolle,501

1989) or in asperities such as horizontal intrusions leading from a magma502

conduit (Menand and Phillips, 2006), has been suggested to explain inter-503

mittent Strombolian explosions. This mechanism considers the progressive504

accumulation of a gas foam that grows and becomes unstable above a critical505

thickness. The foam then collapses as bubbles coalesce, resulting in expul-506

sion of overpressured gas slugs that rise to the surface generating explosions.507

Since there were no explosions at Erebus during the period of our experi-508

ment, we consider a variation of this process that might result in periodic509

passive degassing. Rather than an asperity with sharp boundaries, we con-510

sider a continuous, smooth cavity in the conduit walls, as illustrated in Fig.511

7c. The gas expelled to the atmosphere is then a mixture of two sources:512

one, a continuous degassing from a magma rising directly from depth to sur-513

face; the other associated with the accumulation of gas in a smooth conduit514

cavity, which depends on the size of this segregator as well as the rising gas515

and magma fluxes. This smooth geometry does not allow the collapse of a516

gas foam but rather the regular retention and extraction of the accumulating517

foam. This would permit a continuous passive release of gas from the lava518

lake with a periodic pattern depending on the rate of gas accumulation at519

some depth in the magmatic system.520

4.2.3. Complementary geochemical and geophysical observations521

These two groups of physical processes allow us to interpret not only the522

observed periodic flux of SO2 but also diverse geochemical and geophysical523

measurements made during other field seasons at Erebus. Unfortunately,524
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when our DW-FOV DOAS spectra were recorded in December 2006, it was525

already late in the field season and other instruments (thermal camera and526

FTIR spectrometer) were not running; so we cannot explore the correlation527

between the time varying behaviour of gas flux with other parameters. Nev-528

ertheless, it is of particular interest to note that a similar periodicity of about529

10 min has been identified in December 2004 from analysis of both thermal530

imagery of the lava lake and gas composition measured by Fourier transform531

infrared spectroscopy (Oppenheimer et al., 2009b). These observations re-532

vealed cycles in lava lake convection (surface speed and direction) and heat533

output with periods of 4–15 min, that were phase-locked with cyclic changes534

in gas composition (SO2/CO2 and HCl/CO ratios). Column amounts of gases535

measured between the crater rim and the lake surface (a distance of about536

300 m) also revealed the same cyclicity, suggesting that gas fluxes were very537

likely periodic too. Both types of model discussed above can account for538

these additional observations but only gas segregation offers an explanation539

for the seismicity at Erebus and complementary geochemical measurements.540

The stability of oscillatory, very long period signals preceding Strombolian541

eruptions, over a span of five years, suggests a stable near-summit reservoir542

with multiple sites for gas slug coalescence as VLP sources (Aster et al., 2003,543

2008). Shallow magma sequestration is also proposed to interpret measure-544

ments of water and carbon dioxide fluxes from Erebus, which reveal that not545

all the magma that supplies the CO2 emitted from the lake can reach the546

surface, since otherwise the H2O flux should be much higher than observed547

(Oppenheimer and Kyle, 2008). Note that the presence of a CO2 rich pre-548

existing fluid phase, not trapped in melt inclusions, could also explain this549
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observation.550

4.3. Further remarks551

This study shows the value of accurate high resolution flux data to explore552

variability in magma degassing. Our experiment was only of short-duration553

and we only had simultaneous video images as additional data. This pre-554

cludes discrimination between the alternative models for the periodic de-555

gassing behaviour of Erebus that we identified. However, it paves the way556

for further investigation, which will greatly benefit from complementary vol-557

canological observations including thermal imagery, and FTIR spectroscopy558

to constrain the depths of gas sources in the magmatic network, the mecha-559

nisms of gas segregation, and the different modes of gas transport. A better560

knowledge of the magma plumbing system with the dimension of potential561

gas storage regions could be explored further through seismic studies. Even-562

tually, developing physical models from conceptual mechanisms will help to563

determine the range of input parameters (including in particular rising gas564

and magma fluxes, magma rheology, the dimension of gas bubbles, and the565

geometry and size of gas segregators) that would lead to periodic degassing,566

and how the expected periodicity at Erebus could be modelled analytically.567

5. Conclusions568

We have described the construction of a dual wide field of view UV spec-569

troscopic system designed for the high temporal resolution measurement of570

volcanic gas fluxes (principally of the species SO2). The novelty of the in-571

strumental set up lies in the use of a combination of spherical and cylindrical572
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lenses, which present an elongated field of view that is oriented perpendic-573

ularly to the plume transport direction so as to observe all SO2 molecules574

present simultaneously (without the need for imaging, motion or scanning).575

Additionally, the two fields of view are separated by a small angle that per-576

mits tracking of plume inhomogeneities in the time-stamped datasets ob-577

tained from each spectrometer. The data analysis includes DOAS retrieval578

of gas column amounts and correlation analysis of the time-varying signals579

recorded at the two spectrometers, whose angular separation indicates the580

separation distance between the two instrument fields of view projected to581

the plume. The deployment of the system is relatively simple and it can582

be used, in principle, on any plume rising vertically or drifting horizontally,583

where the basic plume and viewing geometry can be measured with some584

certainty. Processing of the data could also be achieved in real-time, and it585

would only require limited further development to yield a real-time flux me-586

ter, capable of measurements at a frequency of 1 Hz or better, with accuracy587

of 33% or better.588

This method allows the study of short-term variations in volcanic de-589

gassing. We have demonstrated the vigilance required to discriminate be-590

tween fluctuations linked to atmospheric processes from those resulting from591

magmatic activity. At Erebus, a particularly noticeable periodicity in the592

range 11–24 min is apparent in the SO2 degassing rate. Two groups of phys-593

ical processes can explain this oscillatory behaviour. The first involves a594

periodic supply of gas-rich magma to the lava lake, which may result either595

from boudinage of the rising magma flow due to shear stresses between as-596

cending and descending magmas in a bi-directional conduit flow, or from a597
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volatile-dependent viscosity leading to an oscillating magma flow. The sec-598

ond mechanism is associated with periodic supply of gas to the lake arising599

from gas segregation in smooth cavities in the conduit. Smaller gas puffs,600

leading to short-period fluctuations of the flux lasting a few minutes, are601

also observed intermittently. A longer experiment duration, combining flux602

measurements with other volcanological data streams, is needed to discrimi-603

nate between the suggested source mechanisms for this particular degassing604

behavior. This would improve understanding of gas and magma dynamics605

and storage in the Erebus plumbing system.606

A. Meaning of the column amount measured with DW-FOV DOAS607

spectrometers608

The elemental light power dΦ received from the solid angle dΩ, associated609

to longitude θ and latitude α, by a lens aperture of surface Ar is a function610

of the radiance (or intensity) L:611

dΦ = ArL(θ, α)dΩ. (A.1)

612

Considering a small lens aperture surface, the total light power received613

by a wide field of view capturing instantaneously the whole horizontal plume614

cross-section spectrometer is given by:615

Φ = Ar

∫ +θNFOV /2

−θNFOV /2

∫ +θWFOV /2

−θWFOV /2

L(θ, α)dΩ, (A.2)

616
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where θWFOV and θNFOV are, respectively, the wide horizontal and narrow617

vertical angles of aperture of the field of view. The elemental solid angle can618

be written in spherical coordinates:619

dΩ = cosαdθdα. (A.3)

620

The vertical angle of aperture of the wide field of view spectrometers621

θNFOV being very small (8 mrad), the radiance can be assumed constant on622

the range of considered latitudes α. The total light power (Eq. A.2) is thus623

given by:624

Φ = ArθNFOV

∫ +θwfov/2

−θwfov/2

L(θ)dθ, (A.4)

625

and can be rewritten:626

Φ = ArθNFOV θWFOVL(θ), (A.5)

627

with L the mean radiance for θ ∈ [-θWFOV /2; θWFOV /2]. An equivalent628

equation is valid for the light power received from the background sky629

Φbg = ArθNFOV θWFOVLbg(θ). (A.6)

630

Combining Eq. A.5 and A.6, we have:631
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Φ

ΦBg

=
L

Lbg
. (A.7)

632

Moreover, according to the Beer-Lambert law (simplified here by not633

explicitly including low-frequency components), we have:634

L(θ) = Lbg(θ)e
−σCA(θ), (A.8)

635

where σ is the cross-section of the considered gas species and CA(θ) its636

slant column amount in the direction defined by θ. Note that the proof is637

exactly the same with the complete Beer-Lambert law, merely an additional638

step is required to remove the low-frequency component. We would obtain in639

this case the above equation, where σ would just be replaced by its associated640

differential cross section. A limited development of the exponential is valid641

for Eq. A.8 if we have weak optical depths (i.e. σCA(θ) << 1). This is the642

case at Erebus considering the emission of sulfur dioxide, where this product643

is close to 10−2, with a SO2 slant column amount of the order of 1017 molec644

cm−2 and σSO2 ∼10−19 cm2. It follows that:645

L(θ) ∼ Lbg(θ)(1− σCA(θ)). (A.9)

646

If we take the mean of this expression with θ, assuming that the back-647

ground has been collected for a uniform or clear sky and that Lbg is conse-648

quently negligibly dependent on θ, we find:649
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L ∼ Lbg(1− σCA). (A.10)

650

Therefore, Eq. A.7 can be rewritten:651

Φ

ΦBg

∼ (1− σCA). (A.11)

652

Given again (σCA << 1), Eq. A.11 is approximated by:653

Φ ∼ Φbge
−σCA, (A.12)

654

with655

CA =
1

θWFOV

∫ +θWFOV /2

−θWFOV /2

CA(θ)dθ. (A.13)

656

Consequently, the column amount measured with the wide field of view657

spectrometer CAWFOV represents the mean column amount along the differ-658

ent directions θ inside the wide angle of observation θWFOV . This result has659

been proved assuming weak optical depths here. But it is generally valid, for660

any optical depth. In this case, we cannot give an analytical expression for661

the relationship between CAWFOV and CA. But we can estimate the error662

made when assuming the equality CAWFOV = CA, that will be used then663

for gas flux estimation with this technique. According to Eq. A.7 and the664

simplified Beer Bouguer Lambert law Eq. A.8, we have:665
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e−σCAWFOV = e−σCA(θ). (A.14)

Moreover, a first order Taylor expansion with integral remainder gives:666

e−σCAWFOV = 1− σCAWFOV +

∫ σCAWFOV

0

(σCAWFOV − t)e−tdt (A.15)

and667

e−σCA(θ) = 1− σCA(θ) +

∫ σCA(θ)

0

(σCA(θ)− t)e−tdt. (A.16)

As a consequence, writing Eq. A.14 from Eq. A.15 and A.16 gives the668

error made by approximating CAWFOV by CA:669

CAWFOV−CA(θ) =
1

σ

(∫ σCAWFOV

0

(σCAWFOV − t)e−tdt−
∫ σCA(θ)

0

(σCA(θ)− t)e−tdt

)
,

(A.17)

which gives after majoration670

∣∣∣∣∣CAWFOV − CA(θ)

CA(θ)

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ σmaxθ(CA). (A.18)

Fig. 8 illustrates the evolution of this relative error according to the671

strength of gas emission from the studied volcano.672

B. Cases of failure of the correlation analysis linked to plume char-673

acteristics674

Correlation analysis is successful when clearly defined structures are present675

in the selected window. But failures show up in the following cases:676
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• when a structure in the degassing is recorded at the first spectrometer677

but has faded or completely dissipated by the time it reaches the second678

spectrometer.679

• when there is no structure in the plume. In this case, the maximum680

of the CCF function which is obtained is not meaningful due to the681

presence of a few peaks with similar amplitudes. Checking the video682

footage recorded simultaneously with the DOAS measurements, we ob-683

served that these limits in the correlation analysis do occur when the684

plume appears less distinct with elongated and very few structured685

puffs, as opposed to smaller puffs with a clearly defined rise front due686

to a large contrast of density with the surrounding air.687

C. Theoretical estimation of a rise speed of a buoyant puff688

According to seismic observations, there were no explosions during our689

period of spectroscopic measurements and degassing consisted of the passive690

release of magmatic gases from the lava lake. The rise of these hot gas691

puffs, or thermals, is consequently mainly driven by buoyancy and not by an692

initial source momentum. Their ascent, during which they rapidly entrain693

colder atmospheric air through a large organized vortex ring and expand,694

can be described by fluid dynamics. If a fully turbulent regime is assumed,695

an analytical solution of the three coupled equations of mass, momentum696

and energy conservation is possible. It is self-similar with distance from697

the source z and for a non density stratified atmosphere can be written as698

(Morton et al., 1955; Turner, 1979; Sparks et al., 1997; Branan et al., 2008):699
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r = εz (C.1)

v =

(
B0r

3
0

3ε3

)1/2
1

z
(C.2)

B =
B0r

3
0

ε3
1

z3
(C.3)

700

with the expression of the buoyancy701

B = g

(
ρa − ρp
ρa0

)
, (C.4)

702

where r is the radius of the puff which is assumed spherical, v its vertical703

velocity, ε the entrainment constant (with an empirically determined value704

of 0.25 for fully turbulent laboratory thermals (Scorer, 1957; Turner, 1979)),705

g the acceleration due to gravity, ρp and ρa the bulk density of, respectively,706

the puff and the surrounding atmospheric air. The subscript 0 refers to the707

variable value at the source of the puff release, which is the lava lake at708

Erebus.709

Note that an idealized point source is an unrealistic initial condition. This710

flow description is consequently not valid very close to the source. We show711

that it can been applied at the altitude of the DOAS measurements, just712

above the crater rim (∼220 m above the lake). Indeed, this model predicts713

spherical puffs with a radius of 55 m, which is consistent with estimates made714

from available photographs and video where it varies between 45 and 68 m.715

According to Eq. C.2, the puff vertical speed mainly depends on the source716
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radius r0 via an exponent of 3, and at second order on the reduced gravity717

B0.718

An upper value for the source size is the dimension of the lava lake whose719

the radius is ∼17.5 m. A better constrained range of estimates can also be720

deduced from the dilution coefficient d, defined as the ratio of the initial puff721

volume to the volume at the measurement height, which can be written:722

d =
(r0
r

)3

. (C.5)

723

From Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy carried out from724

the crater rim along the 300 m path to the lava lake, a mean mixing ratio of725

∼0.001 is evaluated and gives a rough indication of the dilution coefficient726

which can be assumed to range in 0.01–0.001. According to photographs, for727

a puff radius at the measurement altitude of 44–68 m, Eq. C.5 gives a source728

radius in the range 4.5–14.5 m.729

The puff consists of a gas mixture (10 kg s−1 of water; 15 kg s−1 of CO2,730

total gas flux of 27 kg s−1) (Oppenheimer and Kyle, 2008), whose density731

follows the perfect gas law. Its value at the source is ∼0.2 kg m−3 for an732

initial puff temperature of 1273 K, an atmospheric air temperature of 250 K733

and pressure of ∼0.63 105 Pa for Erebus summit altitude (3798 m above sea734

level). From Eq. C.2, assuming an atmospheric bulk density of 0.88 kg m−3,735

the puff vertical velocity is in the range 0.6–3.2 m s−1.736

Note that the assumption of a turbulent regime can be checked after-737

wards. The Reynolds number associated with the puff rise dynamics has the738

expression:739
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ReP =
vzρP
µP

, (C.6)

740

where µP represents the gas puff dynamic viscosity (of ∼5 x 10−6 Pa s741

according to Sutherland’s formula describing viscosity variations with tem-742

perature, though this calculation is made outside the calibration range for a743

temperature of 555 K and thus represents an approximation). For a mean744

vertical speed of 2 m s−1, ReP is ∼107 at the measurement height, i.e. much745

greater than 104 and demonstrating a fully turbulent flow.746

This description of the plume rise does not consider the potential convec-747

tive flux of air that is heated by the surface of the lava lake. It can reduce the748

contrast of temperature between the puff and the surrounding air, slowing749

the puff rise. On the other hand, it can also entrain the puff and accelerate750

its ascent. This effect has counterbalancing consequences and is neglected.751

D. Wavelet analysis752

A time-series analysis is performed using a complex Morlet wavelet with753

the expression754

Ψ(t) =
1

π1/4
(e+iω0t − e−iω2

0/2)e−t
2/2. (D.1)

755

ω0 is taken equal to 2π and is consequently superior to 5 in order to756

satisfy the wavelet admissibility condition (Farge, 1992). The second term757

of Eq. D.1 is also thus negligible and the Fourier transform of this wavelet is758

simply a Gaussian function, which facilitates the calculation of the wavelet759
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transform (Torrence and Compo, 1998). We chose to express the wavelet760

analysis as a function of a set of scales a linearly distributed between Tmin761

and Tmax, which represent the shortest and longest time periods that we can762

study. They are, respectively, taken as equal to twice the time spacing of763

the dataset (1 s here) and less than half the duration of the entire data set764

(∼4000 s), in order to satisfy the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem. Note765

that the scales associated with a Morlet wavelet are almost equal to Fourier766

periods for ω0 ∼6 (Torrence and Compo, 1998). This analysis is carried out767

on flux time-series that are linearly interpolated to fill the few data gaps in768

plume speed estimations resulting from the lack of plume structure, assuming769

continuous variations of the velocity. The domain where the wavelet analysis770

does not suffer from edge effects is delimited by a cone of influence. It is771

associated with a characteristic time equal to
√

2a, which corresponds to the772

time where the wavelet power associated to a discontinuity at the edge drops773

by a factor e−2, which ensures that the edge effect is negligible (Torrence and774

Compo, 1998).775
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Table 1: Symbols used.

α Elevation angle of the lowermost field of view, in deg.

θNFOV Narrow angle of aperture of the spectrometers fields of view, in deg.

β Angle of separation between the two fields of view, in deg.

dX Long horizontal axis of the field of view at the plume distance, in m.

dY Vertical distance between the two fields of view at the plume distance, in m.

D Horizontal distance between observation site and plume, in m.

CCF Cross correlation function

∆t Time step of the gas column amount series, in s.

∆τ Time resolution of the correlation analysis, in s.

∆T Duration of correlation sliding windows, in s.

t Time, in s.

τ Time shift of the correlation window for the upper spectrometer signal, in s.

θWFOV Wide angle of aperture of the spectrometer fields of view, in deg.
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Figure 1: a) Photograph of Erebus volcano from Lower Erebus Hut showing a buoyant

plume. Rectangles illustrate the wide fields of view of the two telescopes. Both are linked

to UV spectrometers and the angle between the upper and lower fields of view is adjusted

using a goniometer. b) Sketch of the geometry of the experiment with symbols used in

text.
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Figure 2: Time-series of SO2 column amounts for both upper (blue) and lower (red) wide

field of view spectrometers at Erebus on 26 December 2006 from ∼20:24 h to 22:02 h UTC.

Dashed lines show periods of time when a bend was observable in the plume at a height

less than 200 m above the crater, i.e., below the altitude of the upper spectrometer’s FOV.
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Figure 3: Plume speed vs. time since start of the dataset start at 20:24:48 UTC for (a)

different sliding windows used for correlation analysis (with a duration ∆T of respectively

1200, 600 and 150 s), (b) a narrow and long sliding window (∆T = 150 and 600 s), using

the criterion selecting the first local maximum in the CCF function, relative to the time

shift, with an amplitude above a threshold of 0.5.
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Figure 4: Example of correlation analysis giving a meaningless speed by selecting the

absolute maximum (blue) of the cross correlation function (CCF) and not the first local

maximum (red). Indeed, using a narrow correlation window of duration ∆T = 150 s

(on left), the absolute maximum does not correspond to the translation to the second

instrument’s FOV of the structure inside the lower correlation window, which would give

the expected time lag. Rather it matches this initial structure with the translated signal of

a similar neighbouring structure. This artifact does not occur with a long window (on right,

here ∆T = 600 s) because secondary peaks of the CCF are strongly flattened. (a) Plot of

the cross correlation function with the time shit τ of the upper spectrometer correlation

window. (b) and (c) shows signals for, respectively, the upper and lower spectrometers,

from (t −∆T/2) up to (t + τlag + ∆T/2), with τlag the obtained time lag. Dashed lines

underline correlation windows, centred and fixed in t for the lower spectrometer signal,

centred in (t+ τ) for the upper spectrometer signal with τ increasing until the time lag is

found.
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Figure 5: High time resolution (1 s) (a) SO2 flux (in kg s−1) from the lower spectrometer,

(b) plume speed (in m s−1), (c) cross correlation coefficient used for plume rise speed

estimation fulfilling the two imposed criteria (i.e. corresponding to the first maximum of

the cross correlation function with the time shift and which has to exceed a value of 0.5),

vs. time from the data set start at 20:24:48 UTC on 26 December 2006, using a 10 min

correlation window. Note that the cross correlation coefficient is artificially set to zero

when it does not fulfil both required criteria. This results in four gaps in flux data during

which speeds cannot be calculated from the correlation analysis.
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Figure 6: Wavelet transform (modulus) and time-series of SO2 fluxes (in kg s−1) for (a)

upper and (b) lower spectrometers. Note that flux time-series are linearly interpolated to

fill the few data gaps described in Fig. 5. The three populations of distinctive periods

present in the signal (referenced as Patterns 1,2,3 in the figure) are discussed in the text.

The cone of influence (white lines) delimits cross-hatched regions, inside which edge effects

are non-negligible.
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Figure 7: Cartoon illustrating different processes that can explain periodic degassing. (a)

Periodic magma supply to the lava lake as a consequence of boudinage of the ascending

magma flow, resulting from shear stresses between the buoyant gas-rich hot rising magma

and downwelling cooler degassed counterpart (modified from (Oppenheimer et al., 2009b));

(b) periodic rising magma flow resulting from volatile-dependent viscosity; and (c) periodic

gas supply to the lava lake arising from gas segregation in smooth cavities in the conduit.
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Figure 8: Relative error on the approximation of the mean SO2 column amount (CA) along

the different directions in the wide field of view by the SO2 column amount measured with

the DW-FOV DOAS (CAWFOV ), according to Eq. A.18 (for more explanations, see

Appendix A). For calculations, an averaged value of the SO2 cross section, estimated over

the wavelength range used for fit, is considered (10−19 cm2).
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